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Aims and Objectives

(a) Dry-day probability (P(dry)) (b) Gamma Parameters of Wet-day values ( and )

Variability in daily precipitation simulated by coarse scale climate models can be difficult to validate against station records
because the level of variability in spatially averaged rainfall is not comparable to that of point rain-gauge observations.

Whilst for some regions, this can be overcome by using a large number of stations to give an areal average, for many regions 
the density or distribution of observations may not be sufficient to give a ‘true’ areal mean, and the result may mean that our 
baseline climate is biased.

The objective of this work is to estimate some of the properties of ‘true’ areal means, using only a small sample of stations.  
These estimates of areal precipitation variability can then be used to validate climate model daily precipitation simulations.

Objective:
to estimate the dry-day probability in an n-station mean where 
n is large enough to represent a ‘true areal mean’  (…and 
where a wet day is any value of  0.3 mm or more…)

Box (ii) 
Wet and dry day ‘correlation’: 
‘r(wet/dry)’
For this application we are less interested in the 
correlation between rainfall amounts (r), and more 
interested in the ‘correlation’ between wet and dry day 
incidences…

The level of dependence between 2 stations can be 
quantified on a 0-1 scale by comparing the actual number 
of coincident dry-days with the maximum number (when 2 
stations are totally dependent P(dry)2=P(dry)1) and the 
minimum number (when 2 stations are independent 
P(dry)2=(P(dry)1)2)).  

1. Methodology: Estimating Areal Precipitation for a Grid-box
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Approach:
For a set of n stations the concept of ‘effective n’ (box i)  allows those 
stations to be treated as independent stations, for which simple laws of 
probability can be used to calculate P(dry) in the n-station mean…

P(dry)n =(P(dry)1)n’

Extension to large values of N

Box (i) 
‘Effective n’
For n stations with a mean inter-
station correlation r, we can describe 
using ‘effective n’ (n’) their equivalent 
number of independent stations
(r=0)…

(See Osborn et al., 1997)
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When correlation co-efficient r is replaced with a measure of 
correlation between wet and dry day coincidences 
(r(wet/dry) (box ii), this provides a good estimate of the dry-
day probability in the n-station mean (Fig 1).

Figure 1 demonstrates that this approach is effective when 
applied to randomly selected clusters of n stations from 3 
station datasets from the UK, China and Zimbabwe

Objective:

to estimate the gamma parameters ( �  and 
�

) of wet day values in an n-station mean where 
n is large enough to represent a ‘true areal mean’…

Approach:
As stations are averaged to give an areal mean, the distribution of wet days 
becomes more normal: shape parameter � increases and scale parameter �
decreases, as the distribution becomes less skewed towards low values and the 
range of values narrows.  The degree of change in the distribution with spatial 
averaging is dependent on (a) n: the number of stations (b): the degree of 
dependence between those stations. 

Figure 1: Estimated n-station mean P(dry) vs. Actual 
P(dry) in randomly selected clusters of n stations from UK, 
Zimbabwe and China datasets.

Figure 2 (top) : relationship 
between ratio of single-station to n-
station series � and n’ for randomly 
selected clusters of n stations.  

Figure 3 (bottom): as above for, but 
for � .

(NB both figures exclude cases 
where the mean daily amount is less 
than 0.3mm.

Figures 2 and 3 show these relationships for the shape and scale parameters, 
using randomly selected clusters of n stations from the UK, Zimbabwe and 
China.  For the scale parameter, a strong relationship is evident, but the 
shape parameter shows a less clear relationship. 

However, by definition, the product of the shape and scale parameters should 
equal the mean of the distribution (the mean wet-day amount).  This means 
that if � can be estimated, � can be inferred from the parameters that are 
known. Figure 4 shows that the shape parameter can be estimated this way 
with reasonable accuracy.

This methodology can also be extended to values of N which are large than 
the n stations available in the same way as has P(dry), using estimates of 
average station gamma parameters and grid box mean rwet estimated from 
correlation decay curves.

To apply this to the case of N stations from a grid box (e.g. 1000), 
instead of n stations, we require:

(a) the average dry-day probability at a station in the grid box

• calculated either by using a simple average of the P(dry) at all 
available stations (assumes distribution is even and therefore 
representative), more complex interpolation approaches such as 
Theissen's polygons, or information from existing climatologies.

(b) the grid box mean inter-station r(wet/dry) 

• Calculated using correlation decay curves in order to give 
expected correlations for a representative range of separation 
distances in the grid box, and avoid biasing if available stations 
are clustered.

2.  Application: Using Areal Precipitation Estimates for GCM Validation

(ii) CCC CGCM3(i) NCAR PCM (iii) UKMO HadCM3

• PCM reproduces relatively realistic mean 
rainfall, with a very realistic seasonal cycle.  
However, the mode simulates far too many wet 
days, such that wet days tend not to be wet 
enough.

• The distribution of wet day values is relatively 
realistic.

Summary of PCM model 
performance over UK:

• This model consistently simulates 
too many wet days in all UK grid 
boxes for all seasons.  

• For most regions and seasons, 
wet-day values tend to be too low, 
particularly in Summer. 

• The distribution of wet-day values, 
however, is reasonably realistic.

Graph Key:

— Average single station value

—Average series using available 
stations

— Best estimate of grid box ‘true 
areal mean’

— Model 

• CGCM3 also simulates too few dry days, with a 
tendency for those wet days to be too dry.  These two 
effects combine to give a relatively realistic mean 
daily amount.

• Unlike PCM, the wet day 
values simulated do not have 
a realistic distribution: the 
shape parameter is 
consistently too low, due to 
the high proportion of ‘drizzly’ 
days.

Summary of CGCM3 
performance over UK:

• This model also consistently 
simulates too many wet days in all 
UK grid boxes and in all seasons.

• The distribution of wet day values 
is unrealistic, with too many 
‘drizzly days’

• HadCM3 simulates much more realistic dry-day 
frequencies than the other 2 models.

• However, this model fails to realistically represent 
the seasonal cycle in daily rainfall regimes.
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• Generally, the distribution 
of wet day values simulated 
is good, although the shape 
parameter can tend to be 
too low in winter/autumn due 
to too many drizzly days.

Summary of HadCM3 
performance over UK:

• Model performance is inconsistent 
across the UK, with no systematic 
error for any region or season.

•This model simulates daily rainfall 
with more realistic dry-day 
frequencies, but does not reproduce 
the seasonal cycle in dry-day 
frequency, or mean rainfall amounts, 
well.
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Figure 4: Estimated n-station � vs. Actual n-station �
in randomly selected clusters of n stations from UK, 
Zimbabwe and China datasets. (NB excludes cases 
where the mean daily amount is less than 
0.3mm.

‘Effective n’ (box i) gives a variable which 
combines these two factors so we can look 
for an empirical relationship.   In this case, 
the value of r required is replaced with rwet, 
the mean inter-station correlation between 
days which are wet at either or both stations.
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